Multimedia Improvisation for brain waves, cello and live electronics
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We have been developing brain-waves music systems using MUSE which equips a headset with 5
sensors. In the performance we will demonstrate our systems as an audio-visual output, applying
Processing that allows for the reception and visualisation of signals of brain-waves from MUSE.
Max/MSP and its plugin, bach are also applied to produce real-time scores based on brain-wave
signals for a cellist, and Max/MSP is used for live-electronic sound components. One performer’s
brain waves are used for the source of image processing, and the other performer’s are used for the
source of score creation.
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started cello when he was 10 years old. He completed a Master's degree in Information
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She mainly composes interactive computer music, focusing on instruments and live
electronics, and her works have been awarded the Residence Prize at the 32nd
International Competition of Electroacoustic Music and Sonic Art (IMEB/Bourges,
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Synesthesia Virtual Reality: Rez Synesthesia Suit, led by the project team of Keio
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